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Iron-pnictides: high-Tc superconductors 

•  Discovery of high-Tc in pnictides in 2008: new excitement 
•  Electron-phonon coupling cannot account for Tc 

•  New family of unconventional high-Tc superconductors: cuprates are not the only ones! 
•  Proximity of spin ordered phases 
•  Multi-band physics 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Correlation level?  
Pairing symmetry and superconducting mechanism? 
Can first principle calculations account for the spectral properties and 

the phase diagram? 

BaFe2As2 
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Ding et al., J. Phys.: Cond. Matter 
23, 135701 (2011) 
 
de Jong et al. Phys. Rev. B 79, 
115125 (2009) 
 
and many others…. 
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FIG. 2: Coherent Fe 3d spectra within 0.6 eV from E

F

measured at 50 K along �-M and �-X.

EDCs along (a) �-M and (b) �-X (h⌫ = 21.2 eV). Intensity plots of the same spectra along (c)

�-M and (d) �-X. LDA calculated bands at k

z

= 0 (red) and k

z

= ⇡ (black) are also plotted for

comparison. (e) Intensity plot of second derivatives of the spectra along �-X in comparison with

the LDA bands renormalized by a factor of 2. (f) Extracted band positions (blue circles) measured

at 45 eV along �-X-M with the comparison to the same renormalized LDA bands of k

z

= 0.
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DFT-LDA band structure resembles ARPES 
only after band renormalization (usually a 
factor in the range of 2-5)  
 
ARPES satellites are missing 
 
Need of improved theories for an ab-initio 
description of correlated materials 

LDA bands renormalized 
by a factor of 2 

Angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy 
(ARPES) in BaFe2As2 
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Outline 

•  Constructing effective models for correlated materials: 
dynamical (frequency dependent) onsite interaction U from 
reducing the Hamiltonian to correlated bands  

•  Satellites and low-energy properties of BaFe2As2 from 
dynamical mean field theory (DMFT) with frequency 
dependent U 

•  Low-energy Hamiltonian for frequency dependent U  
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photoemission data taken from ref. 16 (green symbols) and the LDA
bands (black lines). In this case, our calculation underestimates
the band renormalization somewhat. However, given the large
differences in the band renormalizations between the optimally
doped and undoped compounds, we consider the agreement with
the theoretical calculation satisfactory.Wenote that the discrepancy
with the experiment is less than 0.05 eV, and thusmuch smaller than
in any previous theoretical work.

The spin–spin correlation function is known to exhibit an
unusually slow (imaginary time) decay near the spin-freezing tran-
sition, whereas there is no particular anomaly in the orbital cor-
relation functions35. Whether and how these properties are related
to our observation that the maximum superconducting transition
temperature in BaFe2As2 is reached in the vicinity of the spin-
freezing transition is an interesting topic for future investigations.

Methods
Our scheme can be viewed as an extension of the combined DFT+DMFT
method21,22 to dynamical interactions, or as promoting extended DMFT43,44 to a
realistic scheme by combining it with input from electronic-structure calculations
within the density functional and constrained RPA frameworks. Alternatively, our
method can be considered as an approximation to a fullGW +DMFT calculation45.
The present scheme simplifies the general formulation in so far as only a local
self-energy is calculated (as in DMFT) and two-particle quantities are calculated at
a non-self-consistent level. Thereby practical calculations become feasible even for
complexmultiband systems such as the iron pnictide compounds.

In a Hamiltonian formulation, we can write the multiorbital model with
dynamically screened interactions as

H =
X

{im� }
(H LDA

im,i0m0 �H double counting
im,i0m0 )a†

im� ai0m0�

+ 1
2

X

imm0�
(correl. orb.)

Vmm0nim�nim0�� + 1
2

X

im6=m0�
(correl. orb.)

(Vmm0 � Jmm0 )nim�nim0�

+
X

i

Z
d!


⌦i!(b

†
i! +bi!)

X

m�

nim� +!b†
i!bi!

�
(3)

It consists of a multiorbital Hamiltonian with Slater–Koster interaction parameters
V and J , which depend on orbital indices m, m0 and are defined as in ref. 22,
albeit with the bare Coulomb interaction V entering the Hubbard terms, and a
further bosonic Hamiltonian with bosonic modes coupling to the total electronic
occupations of the atomic sites. Here, a†

im� creates an electron on atom i in orbitalm
with spin � and nim� is the number operator for such electrons. For computational
reasons, we have restricted ourselves to density–density interactions. The bosonic
part of the Hamiltonian describes the coupling of the electronic degrees of freedom
(through the total charge Ni =

P
m� nim� on site i and some coupling constant ⌦i!)

to bosonic modes. These bosonic modes represent the screening (through both
plasmonic and single-particle excitations of the non-d electrons) of the charge
fluctuations on the Fe d sites.

We solve the multiorbital lattice problem using DMFT (ref. 20), which maps
it to a self-consistent solution of a five-orbital quantum impurity model. This local
approximation, and the integration over the bosonic degrees of freedom, leads to
an action of the form

Simp =
Z Z

d⌧d⌧ 0
X

mm0�
(correl. orb.)

a†
m� (⌧ )G �1

0mm0� (⌧⌧ 0)am0� (⌧ 0)

+ 1
2

Z
d⌧

X

mm0�
(correl. orb.)

Vmm0nm� (⌧ )nm0�� (⌧ )

+ 1
2

Z
d⌧

X

m6=m0�
(correl. orb.)

(Vmm0 � Jmm0 )nm� (⌧ )nm0� (⌧ )

+ 1
2

Z
d⌧d⌧ 0N (⌧ )Uretarded(⌧ �⌧ 0)N (⌧ 0) (4)

with dynamical ‘Weiss fields’ G �1
0mm0� , �ImUretarded(!)= ⇡⌦2! , and the partially

screened interactionU0 =V �2
R
d!(⌦2!/!).

The frequency-dependent (or retarded) U can be viewed as a systematically
downfolded interaction, stemming from a static Hamiltonian including all—even
high-energy—degrees of freedom, in the sense of ref. 27. In practice, we
calculate it from the constrained RPA method as described in Supplementary
Information. The impurity model (with frequency-dependent interactions) is
solved using a Monte Carlo method based on a stochastic expansion of the
partition function in the impurity-bath hybridization31,32. Details can be found in
Supplementary Information.
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Low-energy model  
of correlated materials 

Tight-binding model from localized (Wannier) orbitals  

Density-density interactions  
(matrix elements of the Coulomb potential in the Wannier basis) 

Those interactions are screened  
by the excluded (high-energy) degrees of freedom  
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U(ω) = υ
1−Pr (ω)υ

cRPA screened interaction 
•  Screening coming from the electrons excluded from the model 
•  RPA screening: 

 

 P = Pd +PrTotal polarizability  

d-d transitions 

other transitions 
Aryasetiawan et al. PRB 70, 195104 (2004) 

Miyake et al. 80, 155134 (2009) 
Miyake et al. 61, 7172 (2000) 

RPA polarization: e-h pair excitations  
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•  Downfolding the full LDA Hamiltonian by Fe-3d and As-4p max localized Wannier functions 

 
 
•  Coulomb interaction:  
      frequency dependence from cRPA,  
      Slater parameterization for static part of U 
 
•  Important observations: 
1.  Static value very different from the unscreened (infinite frequency) limit 
2.  Strong frequency dependence even at low energy scale 

Dynamic U in BaFe2As2 

4p 

3d 
€ 

U(ω) =
1
5

mmU mm
m
∑
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•  Downfolding the full LDA Hamiltonian by Fe-3d and As-4p max localized Wannier functions 

 
 

Dynamic U and mapping to bosons 

4p 

3d 
€ 

U(ω) =
1
5

mmU mm
m
∑

H = Hmulti-band Hubbard with STATIC U +Hplasmons

BG11949 PRB January 13, 2012 10:25
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where d†
! (d! ) is a creation (annihilation) operator for an299

electron with spin ! , "(k) is the band in k space with chemical300

potential µ, b†# (b#) is a creation (annihilation) operator for a301

bosonic mode # of frequency $# , which couples locally to the302

total local electronic density
!

! ni! !
!

! d
†
i!di! on the ith303

site. The Hamiltonian in Eq. (3) can be written in the action304

(finite-temperature) formalism as follows:305

S = "
"

ij!

# %

0
d&

# %

0
d& # d

†
i! (& )G"1

ij! (& " & #)dj! (& #)

+
"

i

$ # %

0
d& ni$(& )U%ni&(& )

+
# %

0
d&

# %

0
d& # ni$(& )Uret(& " & #)ni&(& #)

%
, (3)

where % is the inverse temperature, i and j are lattice sites,306

and Gij! is such that G"1
! (i$,k) = i$ " "(k) + µ. The last307

interacting term is the screening part, which is always negative,308

retarded (nonlocal in time), and comes from the integration309

of the bosonic operators. The full time-dependent interaction310

is therefore U (& ) = U%'(& ) + Uret(& ), and the unscreened 311

instantaneous U% is reduced by the regular part. It turns out 312

that the retarded interaction reads as 313

Uret(& ) = "
"

#

(2
# cosh[(& " %/2)$#]/ sinh[$#%/2], (4)

a relation that can be obtained by using a Hubbard- 314

Stratonovich transformation in the bosonic fields.10,21 There- 315

fore, the generic screened interaction U (& ) can be represented 316

by a set of local (in space) bosonic operators b# , couplings (# , 317

and frequencies $# . In the case of a single mode # = 0 with 318

frequency $0 and coupling (0, Fourier transforming Eq. (4) 319

will lead to the well-known Matsubara representation of U (& ) 320

for the single-boson (either plasmon or phonon) Hubbard- 321

Holstein model, namely, U (i#n) = U% " 2(2
0$0/(#2

n + $2
0), 322

with #n = 2n)/%. We define the fully screened interaction 323

as the static limit of U (i#). Therefore, in the latter case, the 324

fully screened interaction is U0 = U% " 2(2
0/$0, while in the 325

most general case, it reads as 326

U0 = U% " 2
"

#

(2
#/$# . (5)

2. Three-band model

Now, let us generalize the single-band case presented above to a multiband model. Here, we take explicitly into account
a three-band model with t2g symmetry valid for SrVO3.37 The Hamiltonian is again constituted by three parts, H = Hkin +
Hplasmons + Hint, defined analogously to the one-band case as

Hkin =
"

k,m,!

["m(k) " µ]d†
km!dkm! ,

Hplasmons =
"

i,#

$#b
†
i#bi# +

"

i,#

(#(b†i# + bi#)
"

m,!

nim! , (6)

Hint = 1
2

"

i

$
U%

"

m,!

nim!nim"! + (U% " 2J )
"

m,m#,!
m'=m#

nim! nim#"! + (U% " 3J )
"

m,m#,!
m'=m#

nim! nim#!

%
,

where nm! =d
†
m! dm! is the usual density operator, with m,! denoting orbital and spin indexes, and d

†
m! , dm! representing the t2g

localized orbitals. In Eq. (6), we have introduced the Hund’s coupling J , which takes into account spin effects in an effective
density-density interaction, and fulfills the t2g symmetry. As in the one-band model, the bosonic modes couple to the total charge
on a site, with the orbital indexes summed over. Therefore, by going to the finte-temperature action formalism, the bosonic
degrees of freedom can be integrated out again, thanks to the same Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation used for the single-band
model. The resulting effective contribution screens the bare U%, which is the density-density total coupling, while J , which acts
selectively on the spin and orbital character of the electrons, is left unscreened by the multiboson Holstein bath. The resulting
action for the d electrons is the following:

S = "
"

ijmm#!

# %

0
d&

# %

0
d& # d

†
imm#! (& )G"1

ijm! (& " & #)djm#! (& #)

+ 1
2

"

i

# %

0
d&

&

''("2J
"

m,m#,!
m'=m#

n(& )im!n(& )im#"! " 3J
"

m,m#,!
m'=m#

n(& )im!n(& )im#!+
# %

0
d& #

"

m,m#,!,! #

(m! ) '=(m#! #)

n(& )im!U (& " & #)n(& #)im#! #

)

**+ ,

(7)

where U (& ) = U%'(& ) + Uret(& ), as in the one-band model, with Uret(& ) given by Eq. (4).

005100-4

λ 2ν = −
1
π
Im[U ων( )] Electron-plasmon coupling given by ImU 
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Hubbard-Holstein model: 
plasmons interacting with correlated electrons 

Spectral function with β=100, ω0=10, U=6.5 and g=4.7 on the Bethe lattice 
Electron-plasmon excitations:  

« replica » of the low-energy structure  
at multiples of ω0 

U0  

€ 

U(iω) =U −
2g2ω0

ω 2 +ω0
2

U  
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Dynamical mean-field approach 

Accurate description of local 
atomic physics is essential in 
case of strong correlation 
 
 
 
DMFT maps the full lattice 
problem into a single site 
Hamiltonian hybridized with a 
self-consistent bath 
A. Georges, G. Kotliar, W. Krauth, M. 
Rozenberg, RMP 68, 13 (1996)  
 

Resolution of the impurity problem by the 
hybridization expansion CTQMC 

algorithm which supports retarded 
interactions (Werner and Millis, PRL 2006) 

impurity solver 

16 Georges, de’ Medici& Mravlje

shown on Fig. 3. Explanation of the exponential regime and the characterization of precise power-

laws (in particular in the case where the impurity has nonvanishing orbital momentum) remains to

be worked out.

5 Dynamical Mean-Field Theory: solids viewed as embedded atoms

Having considered isolated atoms (Sec. 3), and a single impurity atom in a host metal (Sec. 4),

we now move to a full solid - a periodic array of atoms exchanging electrons. The main message

of this article is that the intra-atomic correlations associated with Hund’s coupling play a crucial

role also in this context. Dynamical Mean-Field Theory (DMFT) is currently the most appropriate

framework in which these e↵ects can be revealed and studied [23,24]. Indeed, while more traditional

approaches view a solid as an inhomogeneous electron gas to which interactions are later added,

DMFT gives central importance to the fact that, after all, solids are made of atoms and that an

atom is a small many-body problem in itself with e.g. a multiplet structure which must be properly

taken into account.









Figure 6: The Dynamical Mean-Field Theory (DMFT) concept. A solid is viewed as an array

of atoms exchanging electrons, rather than as a gas of interacting electrons moving in an inho-

mogeneous potential. DMFT replaces the solid by a single atom exchanging electrons with a

self-consistent medium and takes into account many-body correlations on each atomic site.

DMFT describes the transfer of electrons between atoms in the solid by focusing on a single

atomic site, and by viewing the atom on this site as hybridized with an e↵ective medium with

which these electronic transfers take place (Fig. 6). This e↵ective medium must obviously be self-

consistently related to the rest of the solid. In more technical terms, the main physical observable

on which DMFT focuses is the single-electron Green’s function Gmm0(!) (or spectral function

A = �ImG/⇡) for a given atomic shell, e.g. the d-shell of an oxide. This observable is represented

as that of an atomic shell coupled to the e↵ective medium via a hybridization function �mm0(!)

which can be viewed as an energy-dependent (dynamical) generalization of the Weiss e↵ective-field

concept to quantum many-body systems. The key assumption is that the self-energy ⌃mm0(!) of
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Ba(1-2x)K2xFe2As2: x-T phase space 

our study: 
paramagnetic calculation 
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Dynamic U effects in Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2  

A(ω) 
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Dynamic U effects in Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2  

Structures from p-d hybridization squeezed toward the Fermi energy 

A(ω) 
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Dynamic U effects in Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2  

Weight reduction at low-energy and spectral weight transfer to high-energy 

A(ω) 
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Dynamic U effects in Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2  

bosonic spectrum B(ω) A(ω) 

€ 

A(ω) = dε B(ε) 1+ e−βω

(1+ e−β (ε−ω ))(1− e−βε )
A0(ω −ε)∫
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Dynamic U effects in Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2  

B(ω) A(ω) 

Satellites: at 6.1 eV 
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Dynamic U effects in Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2  

B(ω) A(ω) 

Satellites: at 12 eV 
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Dynamic U effects in Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2  

B(ω) A(ω) 

Satellites: at 16 eV 
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Experimental signatures of d-satellites  
from ARPES? 

Ding et al., J. Phys.: Cond. Matter 
23, 135701 (2011) 
 
de Jong et al. Phys. Rev. B 79, 
115125 (2009) 
 
Veronique Brouet, private 
communication 
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Doping dependence in the self energy  

total d self energy 
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Doping dependence in the self energy 

total d self energy 

Onset of the square root behavior at optimal hole doping 
NON FERMI LIQUID BEHAVIOR 
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Doping dependence in the self energy   

total d self energy 

Close to the full substitution (KFe2As2)  
strong non-fermi liquid behavior (finite intercept) 
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K-resolved spectral function: hole doping 

x=0.0 x=0.2 x=0.4 

Ba(1-2x)K2xFe2As2 

undoped strongly doped 
Fermi liquid to non-Fermi liquid crossover  
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T dependence in the self energy 

total d self energy 
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T dependence in the self energy 

total d self energy 

By rising the temperature  
the system goes quickly into a strongly incoherent regime 
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Paramagnetic phase diagram 

•  Electron-hole asymmetry 
•  Spin-freezing crossover in the hole doped region 
  Werner et al.  Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 166405 (2008), De’ Medici et al. PRL 107, 256401 (2011) 
•  Doping dependent renormalization of the LDA band structure 
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Comparison to ARPES 

Comparison with Ding et al. 
J. Phys.: Cond. Matter 23,  
135701 (2011) 

Comparison with V. Brouet et al. 
arXiv:1105.5604 

Experimental T=50K 

Experimental T=150K 
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Comparison to ARPES 

Comparison with Ding et al. 
J. Phys.: Cond. Matter 23,  
135701 (2011) 

Comparison with V. Brouet et al. 
arXiv:1105.5604 

Experimental T=50K 

Experimental T=150K 

Agreement within 0.05 eV  
in the low-energy part! 
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Low-energy effective static model 
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electron materials with dynamically screened Coulomb interactions. The key feature is a renormalization of the
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effect is necessary for connecting models to materials behavior and for making quantitative predictions for
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A key step in the theoretical analysis of strongly correlated
materials is the derivation, from an all-electron Hamiltonian in
the continuum, of an effective model which correctly captures
the physics of the low-energy degrees of freedom. Tremen-
dous progress in this direction has been achieved by using
density functional theory (DFT) techniques [1] to compute a
full set of energy bands, from which a subset of correlated
orbitals is abstracted for further detailed study using many-
body (typically dynamical mean field (DMFT)) methods [2–
4] or LDA+U. The interaction parameters used in the many-
body studies are the matrix elements of the screened Coulomb
interaction in the correlated subspace. Various methods are
used to obtain the screened matrix elements, including the
constrained local density approximation [5], linear response
[6], or the constrained random phase approximation (cRPA)
[7]. This DFT+cRPA+DMFT approach enables quantitative,
testable theoretical predictions for correlated materials.

In this paper we show that this scheme misses an impor-
tant aspect of the physics: the downfolding produces a dy-
namically screened Coulomb interaction which leads to an
effective model with a bandwidth that is reduced relative to
the starting (e.g. DFT) bandwidth and a low energy spectral
weight which is also reduced. This effect has previously been
noticed [7, 8]. A similar renormalization was also discussed
in the context of Holstein-Hubbard models in Refs [9, 10].
We present an explicit nonperturbative prescription for deter-
mining the renormalizations quantitatively, and demonstrate
that the resulting effective model provides a good descrip-
tion of the low-energy part of the full (dynamically interact-
ing) model over wide parameter ranges. Computations of the
renormalizations for wide classes of correlated electron mate-
rials indicate that their inclusion is crucial for a quantitative
description, in particular resolving a long-standing discrep-
ancy between the cRPA estimate of the Coulomb interaction
and the values needed to describe experiments.

We first provide a demonstration for the simplest case,
where the downfolding from the full band structure is to
a one-band model with hopping amplitude tij between the
lattice sites i and j. Electrons with spin � in the cor-
related orbital localized at site i are created [annihilated]

by the operator d†i� [di�]. Double occupation of a given
atomic site costs a Coulomb energy U , which is renormal-
ized from a bare value V (obtained from the site-local ma-
trix elements of e2/r among the correlated orbitals) because
of screening by degrees of freedom eliminated in the down-
folding process. The interaction thus takes the general form
1
2 (V �(⌧) + Uret(⌧))ni(⌧)ni(⌧

0
). Screening is contained in

the retarded part Uret, which is parametrized by a contin-
uum of modes of energy ⌫ with coupling strength �2

(⌫) =

�ImUret(⌫)/⇡, determined by the charge fluctuations,

Uret(⌧) = �
Z 1

0
d⌫�2

(⌫) cosh[(⌧��/2)⌫]/ sinh[⌫�/2]. (1)

For simplicity of presentation we assume at first that there is
only one important bosonic mode of energy !0 and coupling
strength �. The Hamiltonian is then

H =�
X

ij�

tijd
†
i�dj� + V

X

i

d†i"di"d
†
i#di# + µ

X

i�

d†i�di�

+ !0

X

i

b†i bi + �
X

i�

d†i�di�(bi + b†i ). (2)

A Lang-Firsov (LF) transformation [11, 12] H ! HLF =

eSHe�S with S = � �
!0

P
i� ni�(bi + b†i ) allows one to

rewrite the model in terms of the polaron operators c†i� =

exp(

�
!0

(b†i � bi))d
†
i� and ci� = exp(

�
!0

(bi � b†i ))di� . We
note that c and c† obey the same fermionic anti-commutation
relations as the original electronic operators (d and d†). Ne-
glecting one-body terms which can be absorbed in a chemical
potential shift, we have

HLF = �
X

ij�

tijc
†
i�cj� + U0

X

i

c†i"ci"c
†
i#ci# + !0

X

i

b†i bi,

(3)
with the screened Hubbard interaction U0 = V � 2�2

!0
.

We now assert that the low energy effective model is given
by the projection of Eq. (3) onto the subspace of zero-boson

states, Heff = h0|H|0i. The effective model is then

Heff = �
X

ij�

ZBtijd
†
i�dj� + U0

X

i

d†i"di"d
†
i#di#, (4)
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A key step in the theoretical analysis of strongly correlated
materials is the derivation, from an all-electron Hamiltonian in
the continuum, of an effective model which correctly captures
the physics of the low-energy degrees of freedom. Tremen-
dous progress in this direction has been achieved by using
density functional theory (DFT) techniques [1] to compute a
full set of energy bands, from which a subset of correlated
orbitals is abstracted for further detailed study using many-
body (typically dynamical mean field (DMFT)) methods [2–
4] or LDA+U. The interaction parameters used in the many-
body studies are the matrix elements of the screened Coulomb
interaction in the correlated subspace. Various methods are
used to obtain the screened matrix elements, including the
constrained local density approximation [5], linear response
[6], or the constrained random phase approximation (cRPA)
[7]. This DFT+cRPA+DMFT approach enables quantitative,
testable theoretical predictions for correlated materials.

In this paper we show that this scheme misses an impor-
tant aspect of the physics: the downfolding produces a dy-
namically screened Coulomb interaction which leads to an
effective model with a bandwidth that is reduced relative to
the starting (e.g. DFT) bandwidth and a low energy spectral
weight which is also reduced. This effect has previously been
noticed [7, 8]. A similar renormalization was also discussed
in the context of Holstein-Hubbard models in Refs [9, 10].
We present an explicit nonperturbative prescription for deter-
mining the renormalizations quantitatively, and demonstrate
that the resulting effective model provides a good descrip-
tion of the low-energy part of the full (dynamically interact-
ing) model over wide parameter ranges. Computations of the
renormalizations for wide classes of correlated electron mate-
rials indicate that their inclusion is crucial for a quantitative
description, in particular resolving a long-standing discrep-
ancy between the cRPA estimate of the Coulomb interaction
and the values needed to describe experiments.

We first provide a demonstration for the simplest case,
where the downfolding from the full band structure is to
a one-band model with hopping amplitude tij between the
lattice sites i and j. Electrons with spin � in the cor-
related orbital localized at site i are created [annihilated]

by the operator d†i� [di�]. Double occupation of a given
atomic site costs a Coulomb energy U , which is renormal-
ized from a bare value V (obtained from the site-local ma-
trix elements of e2/r among the correlated orbitals) because
of screening by degrees of freedom eliminated in the down-
folding process. The interaction thus takes the general form
1
2 (V �(⌧) + Uret(⌧))ni(⌧)ni(⌧
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). Screening is contained in

the retarded part Uret, which is parametrized by a contin-
uum of modes of energy ⌫ with coupling strength �2

(⌫) =

�ImUret(⌫)/⇡, determined by the charge fluctuations,

Uret(⌧) = �
Z 1

0
d⌫�2

(⌫) cosh[(⌧��/2)⌫]/ sinh[⌫�/2]. (1)

For simplicity of presentation we assume at first that there is
only one important bosonic mode of energy !0 and coupling
strength �. The Hamiltonian is then
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A key step in the theoretical analysis of strongly correlated
materials is the derivation, from an all-electron Hamiltonian in
the continuum, of an effective model which correctly captures
the physics of the low-energy degrees of freedom. Tremen-
dous progress in this direction has been achieved by using
density functional theory (DFT) techniques [1] to compute a
full set of energy bands, from which a subset of correlated
orbitals is abstracted for further detailed study using many-
body (typically dynamical mean field (DMFT)) methods [2–
4] or LDA+U. The interaction parameters used in the many-
body studies are the matrix elements of the screened Coulomb
interaction in the correlated subspace. Various methods are
used to obtain the screened matrix elements, including the
constrained local density approximation [5], linear response
[6], or the constrained random phase approximation (cRPA)
[7]. This DFT+cRPA+DMFT approach enables quantitative,
testable theoretical predictions for correlated materials.

In this paper we show that this scheme misses an impor-
tant aspect of the physics: the downfolding produces a dy-
namically screened Coulomb interaction which leads to an
effective model with a bandwidth that is reduced relative to
the starting (e.g. DFT) bandwidth and a low energy spectral
weight which is also reduced. This effect has previously been
noticed [7, 8]. A similar renormalization was also discussed
in the context of Holstein-Hubbard models in Refs [9, 10].
We present an explicit nonperturbative prescription for deter-
mining the renormalizations quantitatively, and demonstrate
that the resulting effective model provides a good descrip-
tion of the low-energy part of the full (dynamically interact-
ing) model over wide parameter ranges. Computations of the
renormalizations for wide classes of correlated electron mate-
rials indicate that their inclusion is crucial for a quantitative
description, in particular resolving a long-standing discrep-
ancy between the cRPA estimate of the Coulomb interaction
and the values needed to describe experiments.

We first provide a demonstration for the simplest case,
where the downfolding from the full band structure is to
a one-band model with hopping amplitude tij between the
lattice sites i and j. Electrons with spin � in the cor-
related orbital localized at site i are created [annihilated]

by the operator d†i� [di�]. Double occupation of a given
atomic site costs a Coulomb energy U , which is renormal-
ized from a bare value V (obtained from the site-local ma-
trix elements of e2/r among the correlated orbitals) because
of screening by degrees of freedom eliminated in the down-
folding process. The interaction thus takes the general form
1
2 (V �(⌧) + Uret(⌧))ni(⌧)ni(⌧

0
). Screening is contained in

the retarded part Uret, which is parametrized by a contin-
uum of modes of energy ⌫ with coupling strength �2

(⌫) =

�ImUret(⌫)/⇡, determined by the charge fluctuations,

Uret(⌧) = �
Z 1

0
d⌫�2

(⌫) cosh[(⌧��/2)⌫]/ sinh[⌫�/2]. (1)

For simplicity of presentation we assume at first that there is
only one important bosonic mode of energy !0 and coupling
strength �. The Hamiltonian is then
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glecting one-body terms which can be absorbed in a chemical
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with the screened Hubbard interaction U0 = V � 2�2
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We now assert that the low energy effective model is given
by the projection of Eq. (3) onto the subspace of zero-boson

states, Heff = h0|H|0i. The effective model is then

Heff = �
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A key step in the theoretical analysis of strongly correlated
materials is the derivation, from an all-electron Hamiltonian in
the continuum, of an effective model which correctly captures
the physics of the low-energy degrees of freedom. Tremen-
dous progress in this direction has been achieved by using
density functional theory (DFT) techniques [1] to compute a
full set of energy bands, from which a subset of correlated
orbitals is abstracted for further detailed study using many-
body (typically dynamical mean field (DMFT)) methods [2–
4] or LDA+U. The interaction parameters used in the many-
body studies are the matrix elements of the screened Coulomb
interaction in the correlated subspace. Various methods are
used to obtain the screened matrix elements, including the
constrained local density approximation [5], linear response
[6], or the constrained random phase approximation (cRPA)
[7]. This DFT+cRPA+DMFT approach enables quantitative,
testable theoretical predictions for correlated materials.

In this paper we show that this scheme misses an impor-
tant aspect of the physics: the downfolding produces a dy-
namically screened Coulomb interaction which leads to an
effective model with a bandwidth that is reduced relative to
the starting (e.g. DFT) bandwidth and a low energy spectral
weight which is also reduced. This effect has previously been
noticed [7, 8]. A similar renormalization was also discussed
in the context of Holstein-Hubbard models in Refs [9, 10].
We present an explicit nonperturbative prescription for deter-
mining the renormalizations quantitatively, and demonstrate
that the resulting effective model provides a good descrip-
tion of the low-energy part of the full (dynamically interact-
ing) model over wide parameter ranges. Computations of the
renormalizations for wide classes of correlated electron mate-
rials indicate that their inclusion is crucial for a quantitative
description, in particular resolving a long-standing discrep-
ancy between the cRPA estimate of the Coulomb interaction
and the values needed to describe experiments.

We first provide a demonstration for the simplest case,
where the downfolding from the full band structure is to
a one-band model with hopping amplitude tij between the
lattice sites i and j. Electrons with spin � in the cor-
related orbital localized at site i are created [annihilated]

by the operator d†i� [di�]. Double occupation of a given
atomic site costs a Coulomb energy U , which is renormal-
ized from a bare value V (obtained from the site-local ma-
trix elements of e2/r among the correlated orbitals) because
of screening by degrees of freedom eliminated in the down-
folding process. The interaction thus takes the general form
1
2 (V �(⌧) + Uret(⌧))ni(⌧)ni(⌧
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). Screening is contained in

the retarded part Uret, which is parametrized by a contin-
uum of modes of energy ⌫ with coupling strength �2
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For simplicity of presentation we assume at first that there is
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effect is necessary for connecting models to materials behavior and for making quantitative predictions for
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A key step in the theoretical analysis of strongly correlated
materials is the derivation, from an all-electron Hamiltonian in
the continuum, of an effective model which correctly captures
the physics of the low-energy degrees of freedom. Tremen-
dous progress in this direction has been achieved by using
density functional theory (DFT) techniques [1] to compute a
full set of energy bands, from which a subset of correlated
orbitals is abstracted for further detailed study using many-
body (typically dynamical mean field (DMFT)) methods [2–
4] or LDA+U. The interaction parameters used in the many-
body studies are the matrix elements of the screened Coulomb
interaction in the correlated subspace. Various methods are
used to obtain the screened matrix elements, including the
constrained local density approximation [5], linear response
[6], or the constrained random phase approximation (cRPA)
[7]. This DFT+cRPA+DMFT approach enables quantitative,
testable theoretical predictions for correlated materials.

In this paper we show that this scheme misses an impor-
tant aspect of the physics: the downfolding produces a dy-
namically screened Coulomb interaction which leads to an
effective model with a bandwidth that is reduced relative to
the starting (e.g. DFT) bandwidth and a low energy spectral
weight which is also reduced. This effect has previously been
noticed [7, 8]. A similar renormalization was also discussed
in the context of Holstein-Hubbard models in Refs [9, 10].
We present an explicit nonperturbative prescription for deter-
mining the renormalizations quantitatively, and demonstrate
that the resulting effective model provides a good descrip-
tion of the low-energy part of the full (dynamically interact-
ing) model over wide parameter ranges. Computations of the
renormalizations for wide classes of correlated electron mate-
rials indicate that their inclusion is crucial for a quantitative
description, in particular resolving a long-standing discrep-
ancy between the cRPA estimate of the Coulomb interaction
and the values needed to describe experiments.

We first provide a demonstration for the simplest case,
where the downfolding from the full band structure is to
a one-band model with hopping amplitude tij between the
lattice sites i and j. Electrons with spin � in the cor-
related orbital localized at site i are created [annihilated]

by the operator d†i� [di�]. Double occupation of a given
atomic site costs a Coulomb energy U , which is renormal-
ized from a bare value V (obtained from the site-local ma-
trix elements of e2/r among the correlated orbitals) because
of screening by degrees of freedom eliminated in the down-
folding process. The interaction thus takes the general form
1
2 (V �(⌧) + Uret(⌧))ni(⌧)ni(⌧

0
). Screening is contained in

the retarded part Uret, which is parametrized by a contin-
uum of modes of energy ⌫ with coupling strength �2

(⌫) =

�ImUret(⌫)/⇡, determined by the charge fluctuations,

Uret(⌧) = �
Z 1

0
d⌫�2

(⌫) cosh[(⌧��/2)⌫]/ sinh[⌫�/2]. (1)

For simplicity of presentation we assume at first that there is
only one important bosonic mode of energy !0 and coupling
strength �. The Hamiltonian is then

H =�
X

ij�

tijd
†
i�dj� + V

X

i

d†i"di"d
†
i#di# + µ

X

i�

d†i�di�

+ !0

X

i

b†i bi + �
X

i�

d†i�di�(bi + b†i ). (2)

A Lang-Firsov (LF) transformation [11, 12] H ! HLF =

eSHe�S with S = � �
!0

P
i� ni�(bi + b†i ) allows one to

rewrite the model in terms of the polaron operators c†i� =

exp(

�
!0

(b†i � bi))d
†
i� and ci� = exp(

�
!0

(bi � b†i ))di� . We
note that c and c† obey the same fermionic anti-commutation
relations as the original electronic operators (d and d†). Ne-
glecting one-body terms which can be absorbed in a chemical
potential shift, we have

HLF = �
X

ij�

tijc
†
i�cj� + U0

X

i

c†i"ci"c
†
i#ci# + !0

X

i

b†i bi,

(3)
with the screened Hubbard interaction U0 = V � 2�2

!0
.

We now assert that the low energy effective model is given
by the projection of Eq. (3) onto the subspace of zero-boson

states, Heff = h0|H|0i. The effective model is then

Heff = �
X

ij�

ZBtijd
†
i�dj� + U0

X

i

d†i"di"d
†
i#di#, (4)
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the continuum, of an effective model which correctly captures
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[7]. This DFT+cRPA+DMFT approach enables quantitative,
testable theoretical predictions for correlated materials.

In this paper we show that this scheme misses an impor-
tant aspect of the physics: the downfolding produces a dy-
namically screened Coulomb interaction which leads to an
effective model with a bandwidth that is reduced relative to
the starting (e.g. DFT) bandwidth and a low energy spectral
weight which is also reduced. This effect has previously been
noticed [7, 8]. A similar renormalization was also discussed
in the context of Holstein-Hubbard models in Refs [9, 10].
We present an explicit nonperturbative prescription for deter-
mining the renormalizations quantitatively, and demonstrate
that the resulting effective model provides a good descrip-
tion of the low-energy part of the full (dynamically interact-
ing) model over wide parameter ranges. Computations of the
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rials indicate that their inclusion is crucial for a quantitative
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the continuum, of an effective model which correctly captures
the physics of the low-energy degrees of freedom. Tremen-
dous progress in this direction has been achieved by using
density functional theory (DFT) techniques [1] to compute a
full set of energy bands, from which a subset of correlated
orbitals is abstracted for further detailed study using many-
body (typically dynamical mean field (DMFT)) methods [2–
4] or LDA+U. The interaction parameters used in the many-
body studies are the matrix elements of the screened Coulomb
interaction in the correlated subspace. Various methods are
used to obtain the screened matrix elements, including the
constrained local density approximation [5], linear response
[6], or the constrained random phase approximation (cRPA)
[7]. This DFT+cRPA+DMFT approach enables quantitative,
testable theoretical predictions for correlated materials.

In this paper we show that this scheme misses an impor-
tant aspect of the physics: the downfolding produces a dy-
namically screened Coulomb interaction which leads to an
effective model with a bandwidth that is reduced relative to
the starting (e.g. DFT) bandwidth and a low energy spectral
weight which is also reduced. This effect has previously been
noticed [7, 8]. A similar renormalization was also discussed
in the context of Holstein-Hubbard models in Refs [9, 10].
We present an explicit nonperturbative prescription for deter-
mining the renormalizations quantitatively, and demonstrate
that the resulting effective model provides a good descrip-
tion of the low-energy part of the full (dynamically interact-
ing) model over wide parameter ranges. Computations of the
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rials indicate that their inclusion is crucial for a quantitative
description, in particular resolving a long-standing discrep-
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and the values needed to describe experiments.
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A key step in the theoretical analysis of strongly correlated
materials is the derivation, from an all-electron Hamiltonian in
the continuum, of an effective model which correctly captures
the physics of the low-energy degrees of freedom. Tremen-
dous progress in this direction has been achieved by using
density functional theory (DFT) techniques [1] to compute a
full set of energy bands, from which a subset of correlated
orbitals is abstracted for further detailed study using many-
body (typically dynamical mean field (DMFT)) methods [2–
4] or LDA+U. The interaction parameters used in the many-
body studies are the matrix elements of the screened Coulomb
interaction in the correlated subspace. Various methods are
used to obtain the screened matrix elements, including the
constrained local density approximation [5], linear response
[6], or the constrained random phase approximation (cRPA)
[7]. This DFT+cRPA+DMFT approach enables quantitative,
testable theoretical predictions for correlated materials.

In this paper we show that this scheme misses an impor-
tant aspect of the physics: the downfolding produces a dy-
namically screened Coulomb interaction which leads to an
effective model with a bandwidth that is reduced relative to
the starting (e.g. DFT) bandwidth and a low energy spectral
weight which is also reduced. This effect has previously been
noticed [7, 8]. A similar renormalization was also discussed
in the context of Holstein-Hubbard models in Refs [9, 10].
We present an explicit nonperturbative prescription for deter-
mining the renormalizations quantitatively, and demonstrate
that the resulting effective model provides a good descrip-
tion of the low-energy part of the full (dynamically interact-
ing) model over wide parameter ranges. Computations of the
renormalizations for wide classes of correlated electron mate-
rials indicate that their inclusion is crucial for a quantitative
description, in particular resolving a long-standing discrep-
ancy between the cRPA estimate of the Coulomb interaction
and the values needed to describe experiments.

We first provide a demonstration for the simplest case,
where the downfolding from the full band structure is to
a one-band model with hopping amplitude tij between the
lattice sites i and j. Electrons with spin � in the cor-
related orbital localized at site i are created [annihilated]

by the operator d†i� [di�]. Double occupation of a given
atomic site costs a Coulomb energy U , which is renormal-
ized from a bare value V (obtained from the site-local ma-
trix elements of e2/r among the correlated orbitals) because
of screening by degrees of freedom eliminated in the down-
folding process. The interaction thus takes the general form
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A key step in the theoretical analysis of strongly correlated
materials is the derivation, from an all-electron Hamiltonian in
the continuum, of an effective model which correctly captures
the physics of the low-energy degrees of freedom. Tremen-
dous progress in this direction has been achieved by using
density functional theory (DFT) techniques [1] to compute a
full set of energy bands, from which a subset of correlated
orbitals is abstracted for further detailed study using many-
body (typically dynamical mean field (DMFT)) methods [2–
4] or LDA+U. The interaction parameters used in the many-
body studies are the matrix elements of the screened Coulomb
interaction in the correlated subspace. Various methods are
used to obtain the screened matrix elements, including the
constrained local density approximation [5], linear response
[6], or the constrained random phase approximation (cRPA)
[7]. This DFT+cRPA+DMFT approach enables quantitative,
testable theoretical predictions for correlated materials.

In this paper we show that this scheme misses an impor-
tant aspect of the physics: the downfolding produces a dy-
namically screened Coulomb interaction which leads to an
effective model with a bandwidth that is reduced relative to
the starting (e.g. DFT) bandwidth and a low energy spectral
weight which is also reduced. This effect has previously been
noticed [7, 8]. A similar renormalization was also discussed
in the context of Holstein-Hubbard models in Refs [9, 10].
We present an explicit nonperturbative prescription for deter-
mining the renormalizations quantitatively, and demonstrate
that the resulting effective model provides a good descrip-
tion of the low-energy part of the full (dynamically interact-
ing) model over wide parameter ranges. Computations of the
renormalizations for wide classes of correlated electron mate-
rials indicate that their inclusion is crucial for a quantitative
description, in particular resolving a long-standing discrep-
ancy between the cRPA estimate of the Coulomb interaction
and the values needed to describe experiments.

We first provide a demonstration for the simplest case,
where the downfolding from the full band structure is to
a one-band model with hopping amplitude tij between the
lattice sites i and j. Electrons with spin � in the cor-
related orbital localized at site i are created [annihilated]

by the operator d†i� [di�]. Double occupation of a given
atomic site costs a Coulomb energy U , which is renormal-
ized from a bare value V (obtained from the site-local ma-
trix elements of e2/r among the correlated orbitals) because
of screening by degrees of freedom eliminated in the down-
folding process. The interaction thus takes the general form
1
2 (V �(⌧) + Uret(⌧))ni(⌧)ni(⌧

0
). Screening is contained in

the retarded part Uret, which is parametrized by a contin-
uum of modes of energy ⌫ with coupling strength �2

(⌫) =

�ImUret(⌫)/⇡, determined by the charge fluctuations,

Uret(⌧) = �
Z 1

0
d⌫�2

(⌫) cosh[(⌧��/2)⌫]/ sinh[⌫�/2]. (1)

For simplicity of presentation we assume at first that there is
only one important bosonic mode of energy !0 and coupling
strength �. The Hamiltonian is then

H =�
X

ij�

tijd
†
i�dj� + V

X

i

d†i"di"d
†
i#di# + µ

X

i�

d†i�di�

+ !0

X

i

b†i bi + �
X

i�

d†i�di�(bi + b†i ). (2)

A Lang-Firsov (LF) transformation [11, 12] H ! HLF =

eSHe�S with S = � �
!0

P
i� ni�(bi + b†i ) allows one to

rewrite the model in terms of the polaron operators c†i� =

exp(

�
!0

(b†i � bi))d
†
i� and ci� = exp(

�
!0

(bi � b†i ))di� . We
note that c and c† obey the same fermionic anti-commutation
relations as the original electronic operators (d and d†). Ne-
glecting one-body terms which can be absorbed in a chemical
potential shift, we have

HLF = �
X

ij�

tijc
†
i�cj� + U0

X

i

c†i"ci"c
†
i#ci# + !0

X

i

b†i bi,

(3)
with the screened Hubbard interaction U0 = V � 2�2

!0
.

We now assert that the low energy effective model is given
by the projection of Eq. (3) onto the subspace of zero-boson

states, Heff = h0|H|0i. The effective model is then

Heff = �
X

ij�

ZBtijd
†
i�dj� + U0

X
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d†i"di"d
†
i#di#, (4)
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A key step in the theoretical analysis of strongly correlated
materials is the derivation, from an all-electron Hamiltonian in
the continuum, of an effective model which correctly captures
the physics of the low-energy degrees of freedom. Tremen-
dous progress in this direction has been achieved by using
density functional theory (DFT) techniques [1] to compute a
full set of energy bands, from which a subset of correlated
orbitals is abstracted for further detailed study using many-
body (typically dynamical mean field (DMFT)) methods [2–
4] or LDA+U. The interaction parameters used in the many-
body studies are the matrix elements of the screened Coulomb
interaction in the correlated subspace. Various methods are
used to obtain the screened matrix elements, including the
constrained local density approximation [5], linear response
[6], or the constrained random phase approximation (cRPA)
[7]. This DFT+cRPA+DMFT approach enables quantitative,
testable theoretical predictions for correlated materials.

In this paper we show that this scheme misses an impor-
tant aspect of the physics: the downfolding produces a dy-
namically screened Coulomb interaction which leads to an
effective model with a bandwidth that is reduced relative to
the starting (e.g. DFT) bandwidth and a low energy spectral
weight which is also reduced. This effect has previously been
noticed [7, 8]. A similar renormalization was also discussed
in the context of Holstein-Hubbard models in Refs [9, 10].
We present an explicit nonperturbative prescription for deter-
mining the renormalizations quantitatively, and demonstrate
that the resulting effective model provides a good descrip-
tion of the low-energy part of the full (dynamically interact-
ing) model over wide parameter ranges. Computations of the
renormalizations for wide classes of correlated electron mate-
rials indicate that their inclusion is crucial for a quantitative
description, in particular resolving a long-standing discrep-
ancy between the cRPA estimate of the Coulomb interaction
and the values needed to describe experiments.

We first provide a demonstration for the simplest case,
where the downfolding from the full band structure is to
a one-band model with hopping amplitude tij between the
lattice sites i and j. Electrons with spin � in the cor-
related orbital localized at site i are created [annihilated]

by the operator d†i� [di�]. Double occupation of a given
atomic site costs a Coulomb energy U , which is renormal-
ized from a bare value V (obtained from the site-local ma-
trix elements of e2/r among the correlated orbitals) because
of screening by degrees of freedom eliminated in the down-
folding process. The interaction thus takes the general form
1
2 (V �(⌧) + Uret(⌧))ni(⌧)ni(⌧

0
). Screening is contained in

the retarded part Uret, which is parametrized by a contin-
uum of modes of energy ⌫ with coupling strength �2

(⌫) =

�ImUret(⌫)/⇡, determined by the charge fluctuations,

Uret(⌧) = �
Z 1

0
d⌫�2

(⌫) cosh[(⌧��/2)⌫]/ sinh[⌫�/2]. (1)

For simplicity of presentation we assume at first that there is
only one important bosonic mode of energy !0 and coupling
strength �. The Hamiltonian is then
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A Lang-Firsov (LF) transformation [11, 12] H ! HLF =

eSHe�S with S = � �
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i� ni�(bi + b†i ) allows one to

rewrite the model in terms of the polaron operators c†i� =

exp(
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(b†i � bi))d
†
i� and ci� = exp(
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(bi � b†i ))di� . We
note that c and c† obey the same fermionic anti-commutation
relations as the original electronic operators (d and d†). Ne-
glecting one-body terms which can be absorbed in a chemical
potential shift, we have
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with the screened Hubbard interaction U0 = V � 2�2
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We now assert that the low energy effective model is given
by the projection of Eq. (3) onto the subspace of zero-boson

states, Heff = h0|H|0i. The effective model is then

Heff = �
X
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that is, an effective Hubbard model with an instantaneous
interaction corresponding to the low frequency limit of the
screened interaction and a new feature, namely a bandwidth
renormalized by ZB = exp(��2/!2

0). An additional physi-
cal consequence of the low-energy projection is that the pho-
toemission spectral weight in the frequency range described
by the effective model is reduced by the factor ZB relative
to what would naively follow from HLF . Mathematically,
Glow-energy, the physical electron Green function in the fre-
quency range described by the effective model, is

Glow-energy
ij (⌧) = �ZBhTdi(⌧)d†j(0)iHeff , (5)

where �hTdi(⌧)d†j(0)iHeff is the Green’s function Geff
ij (⌧) of

the effective Hamiltonian Heff in Eq. (4). Thus the observ-
able spectral function Alow-energy

= � 1
⇡ ImGlow-energy

(! � i�)
becomes

Alow-energy
(!) = �ZB

⇡
ImGeff

(! � i�). (6)

The physical origin is that part of the physical photoemission
spectrum corresponds to the simultaneous creation of a hole
and a plasmon excitation; these plasmon shakeoff processes
account for the remaining 1� ZB spectral weight.

The effective model becomes an exact description of the
low energy physics only when the ratio of the boson frequency
!0 to a relevant energy E⇤ diverges, but we find that the ef-
fective model gives a reasonably good description even for
!0/E

⇤ not too large. As an example, Table I compares exact
results (obtained using the methods of Ref. [13]) for the criti-
cal interaction strength Ucrit needed to drive a metal-insulator
transition in single-site DMFT to the predictions of the ef-
fective model. In these computations we assume that the
tij give a semicircular density of states with half-bandwidth
D = 1. Combining previously computed single site DMFT
results [13] with our bandwidth reduction prescription gives,
at inverse temperature � = 100/D, an effective model predic-
tion U eff

crit ⇡ 2.55ZB . One sees that the effective model result
is within 15% of the exact result except when there is strong
screening and the boson frequencies are smaller than the full
bandwidth (2 in present units).

Figure 1 compares the electron spectral function, calculated
from Eq. (2) with semicircular density of states (half band-
width D = 1), for screened interaction U0 = 2 with values of

TABLE I: Critical interaction strength U

exact
crit (presented in terms of

zero frequency screened value) needed to drive the metal insula-
tor transition obtained from the single-site DMFT approximation to
Eq. (2) at inverse temperature � = 100 and compared to the es-
timate U

eff
crit for different values of the screening frequency !0 and

strength �. Also shown is the Lang-Firsov renormalization factor
Z

B

= exp[��

2
/!

2
0 ].

!0 � Z

B

U

exact
crit [13] U

eff
crit

1.5 0.820 0.74 2.103 1.891

1.5 2.010 0.17 0.613 0.423

2.5 1.330 0.75 2.085 1.921

2.5 2.770 0.29 0.861 0.747

10.0 3.725 0.87 2.225 2.220

10.0 6.465 0.66 1.640 1.679
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FIG. 1: Spectral functions computed from Eq. (2) at various screen-
ing frequencies !0 with � = 40, screened interaction U0 = 2 and
coupling constants chosen to produce the renormalization factor Z

B

as indicated. Also shown are the spectral functions computed from
the effective model (Eq. (6)) and for the static U approximation.

ZB representative of typical correlated electron materials to
two approximations: the effective model defined above, and a
“static U model” which uses the static value of the screened
Coulomb interaction but does not include the bandwidth re-
duction. The static U model corresponds to what is normally
done in DFT+DMFT calculations. The analytic continuations
are obtained using the technique proposed in Ref. [14]. We
see that the effective model with bandwidth reduction ZB re-
produces very well the effective bandwidths of the Hubbard
bands for all !0 taken into account here, which vary from 10

down to 2.5. Even the smallest !0, which is not in the antia-
diabatic regime, yields Hubbard bands qualitatively well de-
scribed by the static model with bandwidth renormalization
ZB . The static U model is seen to be a poor approximation.

TABLE II: Quasiparticle residue a = 1/(1 � @Im[⌃(i!)]/@!|
!=0)

computed from the effective Hamiltonian Eq. (4) with screened U0 =

2, and different !0, Z
B

and particle density as shown. The values in
parenthesis give the relative discrepancy |a(!0)/a(!0 ! 1) � 1|.
Note that the static model without bandwidth reduction (last row) is
substantially incorrect.

half-filling quarter-filling
Z

B

=0.861 Z

B

=0.861 Z

B

=0.741
!0 = 2.5 0.137 (0.37) 0.635 (0.04) 0.560 (0.10)
!0 = 3 0.125 (0.32) 0.631 (0.03) 0.551 (0.08)
!0 = 10 0.091 (0.06) 0.604 (0.01) 0.509 (0.01)
!0 = 1 0.085 0.609 0.504
static U 0.253 0.713 0.713

Table II shows the results of an alternative analysis, car-
ried out at the level of the quasiparticle renormalization a =

1/(1� @⌃/@i!n), which is obtained directly from the imagi-

S = λ
ω0

niσ (bi
+ − bi )

iσ
∑
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nary time computations. We see that the “static U” result gives
renormalization factors in error by factors of two or more in
the half filled, strongly correlated case, and also unacceptably
large errors in the weakly correlated quarter filled case. The
effective model (row !0 = 1) is very close to the exact result
for all screening frequencies in the weakly correlated quarter-
filled case and is reasonably close to the exact result even as
the adiabatic limit is approached.

Analogous arguments for a model comprising also itinerant
p states, and thus hopping parameters Tpp, Tpd and Tdd lead
to a renormalization of each d operator by the factor

p
ZB =

h0| exp( �
!0

(bi � b†i ))|0i so that the hopping part of the one-
particle Hamiltonian is renormalized as

�
p†d†

�✓ Tpp
p
ZBTpdp

ZBT †
pd ZBTdd

◆✓
p
d

◆
, (7)

where the site dependence of each orbital species is not explic-
itly denoted. Equation (7) shows that the bandwidth reduction
implied by our effective model happens in a non trivial way in
the case of the multi-band models usually dealt with in first-
principles calculations.

The arguments we have given are readily generalized to the
case of an arbitrary dynamical interaction. The representation
of Eq. (1) corresponds to a continuum of boson excitations,
bi(⌫), one for each frequency ⌫ in the screening process, with
coupling �(⌫). We then apply a generalized LF transforma-
tion obtaining

U0 = V + 2/⇡

Z 1

0
d⌫ ImUret(⌫)/⌫, (8)

ZB = exp

✓
1/⇡

Z 1

0
d⌫ ImUret(⌫)/⌫

2

◆
. (9)

Matching this to the single mode formula implies a character-
istic frequency

!0 =

R1
0 d⌫ ⌫ImUret(⌫)/⌫

2

R1
0 d⌫ ImUret(⌫)/⌫2

. (10)

Our theory has important implications for electronic struc-
ture calculations for correlated materials. Table (III) presents
our results for !0, ZB and U values for a range of compounds
calculated using the cRPA method [7], in the implementation
of Ref. 15. Typical ZB values for oxides or pnictides lie in the
range of ⇠ 0.6 � 0.7 indicating substantial renormalization
of the low energy bandwidths relative to DFT calculations,
even though the screening frequencies !0 are typically high.
Standard DFT+DMFT calculations are available for most of
the compounds. As shown in Table III, in these calculations,
obtaining agreement with experimental results for mass en-
hancements and metal-insulator phase diagrams has required
the use of U values substantially (⇠ 40%) larger than the low-
frequency Hubbard interactions calculated from cRPA. For
example, for SrVO3, LDA+DMFT calculations with U rang-
ing from 4 to 5 eV were found to yield good agreement with
experiments [17–19] (instead of the cRPA value of 3.5 eV).
Similarly, in VO2, U = 4.0 eV was used [24, 25] instead of
U = 2.7 eV. We believe that the difference arises because the

TABLE III: Boson renormalisation factor Z

B

, characteristic fre-
quency !0 [eV], bare interaction V [eV], zero-frequency screened
interaction U0 [eV] as calculated within the cRPA, in the implemen-
tation of Ref. [15]. For the oxide and sulfide compounds (except
SrMnO3), data refer to a model comprising only the t2g states, where
U is defined as the average over the diagonal entries of the Hubbard
interaction matrix U

mmmm

. For the pnictide compounds, as well as
for SrMnO3 and CuO, a hybrid “d-dp” model in the notation of Ref.
[15, 16] was constructed and U(= F0) is defined as the average over
all density-density interaction matrix elements. Experimental lattice
structures (rutile in the case of VO2, hexagonal lattice in the case of
TaS2) were used except in the cases of Sr2VO4, LaVO3 and SrMnO3,
where an undistorted (double) perovskite structure was adopted. The
column headed Ulit gives U values obtained via a variety of methods
other than cRPA claimed in the literature to give quantitative agree-
ment with experiment when used in DFT+DMFT (oxides, sulfides
and pnictides) or DFT+U calculations (SrMnO3 and CuO) within
the same correlated subspace, but without the band renormalization
physics.

Z

B

!0 V U0 Ulit

SrVO3 0.70 18.0 16.5 3.3 4 - 5 [17–20]
Sr2VO4 0.70 18.1 15.7 3.1 4.2 [21]
LaVO3 0.57 10.3 13.3 1.9 5 [22]
VO2 0.67 15.6 15.2 2.7 4 [24, 25]
TaS2 0.79 14.7 8.4 1.5
SrMnO3 0.50 13.3 21.6 3.1 2.7 [23]
BaFe2As2 0.59 15.7 19.7 2.8 5 [26]
LaOFeAs 0.61 16.5 19.1 2.7 3.5 - 5 [26–28]
FeSe 0.63 17.4 20.7 4.2 4 - 5 [26, 29]
CuO 0.63 21.1 26.1 6.8 7.5 [30]

previous literature did not incorporate the bandwidth reduc-
tion effect, and artificially compensated this by increasing U .
The one apparent exception is SrMnO3, where the U value
quoted in Ref. 23 was chosen to be consistent with the mag-
netic moment but gaps or other dynamical properties were not
studied. A more recent work of a t2g-only model required a
rather larger value of 3.5 eV, but overlap with eg bands pre-
cludes a cRPA estimate of ZB in this case.

Figure 2 shows another illustration of the bandwidth renor-
malization phenomenon, comparing the spectral function of
optimally doped BaFe2As2 obtained with the “static U” ap-
proximation (panel (a)) to the full treatment of the dynamic
U , as explained in Ref. 31 (panel (b)), and the effective model
(panel (c)). Comparison of panels (a) and (b) shows that
screening has a substantial effect on the band structure, shift-
ing the energy positions of bands and band crossings to a sig-
nificant extent. (The model with screening also has an in-
creased broadening resulting from a change in proximity to a
spin freezing line whose position depends very sensitively on
parameters [31]; this effect is not of primary interest here).
Comparison of panels (b) and (c) shows that the effective
model captures the changes in band energies very well, and
also reproduces the change in lifetime.

To summarize, in this Letter we showed that the low en-
ergy effective Hamiltonian relevant to correlated electron ma-
terials involves two renormalizations: a reduction, to a value
smaller than the isolated atom value, of the on-site Coulomb
interaction and a reduction, to a value smaller than the band

Dynamic U effects  
recovered in the effective static model 

A(ω) 

Structures from p-d hybridization squeezed toward the Fermi energy 

Bandwidth renormalization 
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nary time computations. We see that the “static U” result gives
renormalization factors in error by factors of two or more in
the half filled, strongly correlated case, and also unacceptably
large errors in the weakly correlated quarter filled case. The
effective model (row !0 = 1) is very close to the exact result
for all screening frequencies in the weakly correlated quarter-
filled case and is reasonably close to the exact result even as
the adiabatic limit is approached.

Analogous arguments for a model comprising also itinerant
p states, and thus hopping parameters Tpp, Tpd and Tdd lead
to a renormalization of each d operator by the factor
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(bi � b†i ))|0i so that the hopping part of the one-
particle Hamiltonian is renormalized as
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where the site dependence of each orbital species is not explic-
itly denoted. Equation (7) shows that the bandwidth reduction
implied by our effective model happens in a non trivial way in
the case of the multi-band models usually dealt with in first-
principles calculations.

The arguments we have given are readily generalized to the
case of an arbitrary dynamical interaction. The representation
of Eq. (1) corresponds to a continuum of boson excitations,
bi(⌫), one for each frequency ⌫ in the screening process, with
coupling �(⌫). We then apply a generalized LF transforma-
tion obtaining
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◆
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Our theory has important implications for electronic struc-
ture calculations for correlated materials. Table (III) presents
our results for !0, ZB and U values for a range of compounds
calculated using the cRPA method [7], in the implementation
of Ref. 15. Typical ZB values for oxides or pnictides lie in the
range of ⇠ 0.6 � 0.7 indicating substantial renormalization
of the low energy bandwidths relative to DFT calculations,
even though the screening frequencies !0 are typically high.
Standard DFT+DMFT calculations are available for most of
the compounds. As shown in Table III, in these calculations,
obtaining agreement with experimental results for mass en-
hancements and metal-insulator phase diagrams has required
the use of U values substantially (⇠ 40%) larger than the low-
frequency Hubbard interactions calculated from cRPA. For
example, for SrVO3, LDA+DMFT calculations with U rang-
ing from 4 to 5 eV were found to yield good agreement with
experiments [17–19] (instead of the cRPA value of 3.5 eV).
Similarly, in VO2, U = 4.0 eV was used [24, 25] instead of
U = 2.7 eV. We believe that the difference arises because the
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, characteristic fre-
quency !0 [eV], bare interaction V [eV], zero-frequency screened
interaction U0 [eV] as calculated within the cRPA, in the implemen-
tation of Ref. [15]. For the oxide and sulfide compounds (except
SrMnO3), data refer to a model comprising only the t2g states, where
U is defined as the average over the diagonal entries of the Hubbard
interaction matrix U
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. For the pnictide compounds, as well as
for SrMnO3 and CuO, a hybrid “d-dp” model in the notation of Ref.
[15, 16] was constructed and U(= F0) is defined as the average over
all density-density interaction matrix elements. Experimental lattice
structures (rutile in the case of VO2, hexagonal lattice in the case of
TaS2) were used except in the cases of Sr2VO4, LaVO3 and SrMnO3,
where an undistorted (double) perovskite structure was adopted. The
column headed Ulit gives U values obtained via a variety of methods
other than cRPA claimed in the literature to give quantitative agree-
ment with experiment when used in DFT+DMFT (oxides, sulfides
and pnictides) or DFT+U calculations (SrMnO3 and CuO) within
the same correlated subspace, but without the band renormalization
physics.
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SrVO3 0.70 18.0 16.5 3.3 4 - 5 [17–20]
Sr2VO4 0.70 18.1 15.7 3.1 4.2 [21]
LaVO3 0.57 10.3 13.3 1.9 5 [22]
VO2 0.67 15.6 15.2 2.7 4 [24, 25]
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previous literature did not incorporate the bandwidth reduc-
tion effect, and artificially compensated this by increasing U .
The one apparent exception is SrMnO3, where the U value
quoted in Ref. 23 was chosen to be consistent with the mag-
netic moment but gaps or other dynamical properties were not
studied. A more recent work of a t2g-only model required a
rather larger value of 3.5 eV, but overlap with eg bands pre-
cludes a cRPA estimate of ZB in this case.

Figure 2 shows another illustration of the bandwidth renor-
malization phenomenon, comparing the spectral function of
optimally doped BaFe2As2 obtained with the “static U” ap-
proximation (panel (a)) to the full treatment of the dynamic
U , as explained in Ref. 31 (panel (b)), and the effective model
(panel (c)). Comparison of panels (a) and (b) shows that
screening has a substantial effect on the band structure, shift-
ing the energy positions of bands and band crossings to a sig-
nificant extent. (The model with screening also has an in-
creased broadening resulting from a change in proximity to a
spin freezing line whose position depends very sensitively on
parameters [31]; this effect is not of primary interest here).
Comparison of panels (b) and (c) shows that the effective
model captures the changes in band energies very well, and
also reproduces the change in lifetime.

To summarize, in this Letter we showed that the low en-
ergy effective Hamiltonian relevant to correlated electron ma-
terials involves two renormalizations: a reduction, to a value
smaller than the isolated atom value, of the on-site Coulomb
interaction and a reduction, to a value smaller than the band
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Dynamic U effects  
recovered in the effective static model  

A(ω) 

Weight reduction at low-energy and spectral weight transfer to high-energy 

Green’s function renormalization 
 
 
 
 
loss of spectral weight due to 
plasmon “shake-up” excitations 

2

that is, an effective Hubbard model with an instantaneous
interaction corresponding to the low frequency limit of the
screened interaction and a new feature, namely a bandwidth
renormalized by ZB = exp(��2/!2

0). An additional physi-
cal consequence of the low-energy projection is that the pho-
toemission spectral weight in the frequency range described
by the effective model is reduced by the factor ZB relative
to what would naively follow from HLF . Mathematically,
Glow-energy, the physical electron Green function in the fre-
quency range described by the effective model, is

Glow-energy
ij (⌧) = �ZBhTdi(⌧)d†j(0)iHeff , (5)

where �hTdi(⌧)d†j(0)iHeff is the Green’s function Geff
ij (⌧) of

the effective Hamiltonian Heff in Eq. (4). Thus the observ-
able spectral function Alow-energy

= � 1
⇡ ImGlow-energy

(! � i�)
becomes

Alow-energy
(!) = �ZB

⇡
ImGeff

(! � i�). (6)

The physical origin is that part of the physical photoemission
spectrum corresponds to the simultaneous creation of a hole
and a plasmon excitation; these plasmon shakeoff processes
account for the remaining 1� ZB spectral weight.

The effective model becomes an exact description of the
low energy physics only when the ratio of the boson frequency
!0 to a relevant energy E⇤ diverges, but we find that the ef-
fective model gives a reasonably good description even for
!0/E

⇤ not too large. As an example, Table I compares exact
results (obtained using the methods of Ref. [13]) for the criti-
cal interaction strength Ucrit needed to drive a metal-insulator
transition in single-site DMFT to the predictions of the ef-
fective model. In these computations we assume that the
tij give a semicircular density of states with half-bandwidth
D = 1. Combining previously computed single site DMFT
results [13] with our bandwidth reduction prescription gives,
at inverse temperature � = 100/D, an effective model predic-
tion U eff

crit ⇡ 2.55ZB . One sees that the effective model result
is within 15% of the exact result except when there is strong
screening and the boson frequencies are smaller than the full
bandwidth (2 in present units).

Figure 1 compares the electron spectral function, calculated
from Eq. (2) with semicircular density of states (half band-
width D = 1), for screened interaction U0 = 2 with values of

TABLE I: Critical interaction strength U

exact
crit (presented in terms of

zero frequency screened value) needed to drive the metal insula-
tor transition obtained from the single-site DMFT approximation to
Eq. (2) at inverse temperature � = 100 and compared to the es-
timate U

eff
crit for different values of the screening frequency !0 and

strength �. Also shown is the Lang-Firsov renormalization factor
Z

B

= exp[��

2
/!

2
0 ].

!0 � Z

B

U

exact
crit [13] U

eff
crit

1.5 0.820 0.74 2.103 1.891

1.5 2.010 0.17 0.613 0.423

2.5 1.330 0.75 2.085 1.921

2.5 2.770 0.29 0.861 0.747

10.0 3.725 0.87 2.225 2.220

10.0 6.465 0.66 1.640 1.679
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FIG. 1: Spectral functions computed from Eq. (2) at various screen-
ing frequencies !0 with � = 40, screened interaction U0 = 2 and
coupling constants chosen to produce the renormalization factor Z

B

as indicated. Also shown are the spectral functions computed from
the effective model (Eq. (6)) and for the static U approximation.

ZB representative of typical correlated electron materials to
two approximations: the effective model defined above, and a
“static U model” which uses the static value of the screened
Coulomb interaction but does not include the bandwidth re-
duction. The static U model corresponds to what is normally
done in DFT+DMFT calculations. The analytic continuations
are obtained using the technique proposed in Ref. [14]. We
see that the effective model with bandwidth reduction ZB re-
produces very well the effective bandwidths of the Hubbard
bands for all !0 taken into account here, which vary from 10

down to 2.5. Even the smallest !0, which is not in the antia-
diabatic regime, yields Hubbard bands qualitatively well de-
scribed by the static model with bandwidth renormalization
ZB . The static U model is seen to be a poor approximation.

TABLE II: Quasiparticle residue a = 1/(1 � @Im[⌃(i!)]/@!|
!=0)

computed from the effective Hamiltonian Eq. (4) with screened U0 =

2, and different !0, Z
B

and particle density as shown. The values in
parenthesis give the relative discrepancy |a(!0)/a(!0 ! 1) � 1|.
Note that the static model without bandwidth reduction (last row) is
substantially incorrect.

half-filling quarter-filling
Z

B

=0.861 Z

B

=0.861 Z

B

=0.741
!0 = 2.5 0.137 (0.37) 0.635 (0.04) 0.560 (0.10)
!0 = 3 0.125 (0.32) 0.631 (0.03) 0.551 (0.08)
!0 = 10 0.091 (0.06) 0.604 (0.01) 0.509 (0.01)
!0 = 1 0.085 0.609 0.504
static U 0.253 0.713 0.713

Table II shows the results of an alternative analysis, car-
ried out at the level of the quasiparticle renormalization a =

1/(1� @⌃/@i!n), which is obtained directly from the imagi-
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cRPA U versus “regular” U 
 
•  Static U used in literature for correlated compounds compared to effective U 

The bandwidth renormalization from Coulomb screening  
explains the apparent contradiction  

between the static limit of URPA and the U values used so far in literature 
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nary time computations. We see that the “static U” result gives
renormalization factors in error by factors of two or more in
the half filled, strongly correlated case, and also unacceptably
large errors in the weakly correlated quarter filled case. The
effective model (row !0 = 1) is very close to the exact result
for all screening frequencies in the weakly correlated quarter-
filled case and is reasonably close to the exact result even as
the adiabatic limit is approached.

Analogous arguments for a model comprising also itinerant
p states, and thus hopping parameters Tpp, Tpd and Tdd lead
to a renormalization of each d operator by the factor

p
ZB =

h0| exp( �
!0

(bi � b†i ))|0i so that the hopping part of the one-
particle Hamiltonian is renormalized as

�
p†d†

�✓ Tpp
p
ZBTpdp

ZBT †
pd ZBTdd

◆✓
p
d

◆
, (7)

where the site dependence of each orbital species is not explic-
itly denoted. Equation (7) shows that the bandwidth reduction
implied by our effective model happens in a non trivial way in
the case of the multi-band models usually dealt with in first-
principles calculations.

The arguments we have given are readily generalized to the
case of an arbitrary dynamical interaction. The representation
of Eq. (1) corresponds to a continuum of boson excitations,
bi(⌫), one for each frequency ⌫ in the screening process, with
coupling �(⌫). We then apply a generalized LF transforma-
tion obtaining

U0 = V + 2/⇡

Z 1

0
d⌫ ImUret(⌫)/⌫, (8)

ZB = exp

✓
1/⇡

Z 1

0
d⌫ ImUret(⌫)/⌫

2

◆
. (9)

Matching this to the single mode formula implies a character-
istic frequency

!0 =

R1
0 d⌫ ⌫ImUret(⌫)/⌫

2

R1
0 d⌫ ImUret(⌫)/⌫2

. (10)

Our theory has important implications for electronic struc-
ture calculations for correlated materials. Table (III) presents
our results for !0, ZB and U values for a range of compounds
calculated using the cRPA method [7], in the implementation
of Ref. 15. Typical ZB values for oxides or pnictides lie in the
range of ⇠ 0.6 � 0.7 indicating substantial renormalization
of the low energy bandwidths relative to DFT calculations,
even though the screening frequencies !0 are typically high.
Standard DFT+DMFT calculations are available for most of
the compounds. As shown in Table III, in these calculations,
obtaining agreement with experimental results for mass en-
hancements and metal-insulator phase diagrams has required
the use of U values substantially (⇠ 40%) larger than the low-
frequency Hubbard interactions calculated from cRPA. For
example, for SrVO3, LDA+DMFT calculations with U rang-
ing from 4 to 5 eV were found to yield good agreement with
experiments [17–19] (instead of the cRPA value of 3.5 eV).
Similarly, in VO2, U = 4.0 eV was used [24, 25] instead of
U = 2.7 eV. We believe that the difference arises because the

TABLE III: Boson renormalisation factor Z

B

, characteristic fre-
quency !0 [eV], bare interaction V [eV], zero-frequency screened
interaction U0 [eV] as calculated within the cRPA, in the implemen-
tation of Ref. [15]. For the oxide and sulfide compounds (except
SrMnO3), data refer to a model comprising only the t2g states, where
U is defined as the average over the diagonal entries of the Hubbard
interaction matrix U

mmmm

. For the pnictide compounds, as well as
for SrMnO3 and CuO, a hybrid “d-dp” model in the notation of Ref.
[15, 16] was constructed and U(= F0) is defined as the average over
all density-density interaction matrix elements. Experimental lattice
structures (rutile in the case of VO2, hexagonal lattice in the case of
TaS2) were used except in the cases of Sr2VO4, LaVO3 and SrMnO3,
where an undistorted (double) perovskite structure was adopted. The
column headed Ulit gives U values obtained via a variety of methods
other than cRPA claimed in the literature to give quantitative agree-
ment with experiment when used in DFT+DMFT (oxides, sulfides
and pnictides) or DFT+U calculations (SrMnO3 and CuO) within
the same correlated subspace, but without the band renormalization
physics.

Z

B

!0 V U0 Ulit

SrVO3 0.70 18.0 16.5 3.3 4 - 5 [17–20]
Sr2VO4 0.70 18.1 15.7 3.1 4.2 [21]
LaVO3 0.57 10.3 13.3 1.9 5 [22]
VO2 0.67 15.6 15.2 2.7 4 [24, 25]
TaS2 0.79 14.7 8.4 1.5
SrMnO3 0.50 13.3 21.6 3.1 2.7 [23]
BaFe2As2 0.59 15.7 19.7 2.8 5 [26]
LaOFeAs 0.61 16.5 19.1 2.7 3.5 - 5 [26–28]
FeSe 0.63 17.4 20.7 4.2 4 - 5 [26, 29]
CuO 0.63 21.1 26.1 6.8 7.5 [30]

previous literature did not incorporate the bandwidth reduc-
tion effect, and artificially compensated this by increasing U .
The one apparent exception is SrMnO3, where the U value
quoted in Ref. 23 was chosen to be consistent with the mag-
netic moment but gaps or other dynamical properties were not
studied. A more recent work of a t2g-only model required a
rather larger value of 3.5 eV, but overlap with eg bands pre-
cludes a cRPA estimate of ZB in this case.

Figure 2 shows another illustration of the bandwidth renor-
malization phenomenon, comparing the spectral function of
optimally doped BaFe2As2 obtained with the “static U” ap-
proximation (panel (a)) to the full treatment of the dynamic
U , as explained in Ref. 31 (panel (b)), and the effective model
(panel (c)). Comparison of panels (a) and (b) shows that
screening has a substantial effect on the band structure, shift-
ing the energy positions of bands and band crossings to a sig-
nificant extent. (The model with screening also has an in-
creased broadening resulting from a change in proximity to a
spin freezing line whose position depends very sensitively on
parameters [31]; this effect is not of primary interest here).
Comparison of panels (b) and (c) shows that the effective
model captures the changes in band energies very well, and
also reproduces the change in lifetime.

To summarize, in this Letter we showed that the low en-
ergy effective Hamiltonian relevant to correlated electron ma-
terials involves two renormalizations: a reduction, to a value
smaller than the isolated atom value, of the on-site Coulomb
interaction and a reduction, to a value smaller than the band

3
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renormalization factors in error by factors of two or more in
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Our theory has important implications for electronic struc-
ture calculations for correlated materials. Table (III) presents
our results for !0, ZB and U values for a range of compounds
calculated using the cRPA method [7], in the implementation
of Ref. 15. Typical ZB values for oxides or pnictides lie in the
range of ⇠ 0.6 � 0.7 indicating substantial renormalization
of the low energy bandwidths relative to DFT calculations,
even though the screening frequencies !0 are typically high.
Standard DFT+DMFT calculations are available for most of
the compounds. As shown in Table III, in these calculations,
obtaining agreement with experimental results for mass en-
hancements and metal-insulator phase diagrams has required
the use of U values substantially (⇠ 40%) larger than the low-
frequency Hubbard interactions calculated from cRPA. For
example, for SrVO3, LDA+DMFT calculations with U rang-
ing from 4 to 5 eV were found to yield good agreement with
experiments [17–19] (instead of the cRPA value of 3.5 eV).
Similarly, in VO2, U = 4.0 eV was used [24, 25] instead of
U = 2.7 eV. We believe that the difference arises because the
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tation of Ref. [15]. For the oxide and sulfide compounds (except
SrMnO3), data refer to a model comprising only the t2g states, where
U is defined as the average over the diagonal entries of the Hubbard
interaction matrix U
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. For the pnictide compounds, as well as
for SrMnO3 and CuO, a hybrid “d-dp” model in the notation of Ref.
[15, 16] was constructed and U(= F0) is defined as the average over
all density-density interaction matrix elements. Experimental lattice
structures (rutile in the case of VO2, hexagonal lattice in the case of
TaS2) were used except in the cases of Sr2VO4, LaVO3 and SrMnO3,
where an undistorted (double) perovskite structure was adopted. The
column headed Ulit gives U values obtained via a variety of methods
other than cRPA claimed in the literature to give quantitative agree-
ment with experiment when used in DFT+DMFT (oxides, sulfides
and pnictides) or DFT+U calculations (SrMnO3 and CuO) within
the same correlated subspace, but without the band renormalization
physics.
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LaOFeAs 0.61 16.5 19.1 2.7 3.5 - 5 [26–28]
FeSe 0.63 17.4 20.7 4.2 4 - 5 [26, 29]
CuO 0.63 21.1 26.1 6.8 7.5 [30]

previous literature did not incorporate the bandwidth reduc-
tion effect, and artificially compensated this by increasing U .
The one apparent exception is SrMnO3, where the U value
quoted in Ref. 23 was chosen to be consistent with the mag-
netic moment but gaps or other dynamical properties were not
studied. A more recent work of a t2g-only model required a
rather larger value of 3.5 eV, but overlap with eg bands pre-
cludes a cRPA estimate of ZB in this case.

Figure 2 shows another illustration of the bandwidth renor-
malization phenomenon, comparing the spectral function of
optimally doped BaFe2As2 obtained with the “static U” ap-
proximation (panel (a)) to the full treatment of the dynamic
U , as explained in Ref. 31 (panel (b)), and the effective model
(panel (c)). Comparison of panels (a) and (b) shows that
screening has a substantial effect on the band structure, shift-
ing the energy positions of bands and band crossings to a sig-
nificant extent. (The model with screening also has an in-
creased broadening resulting from a change in proximity to a
spin freezing line whose position depends very sensitively on
parameters [31]; this effect is not of primary interest here).
Comparison of panels (b) and (c) shows that the effective
model captures the changes in band energies very well, and
also reproduces the change in lifetime.

To summarize, in this Letter we showed that the low en-
ergy effective Hamiltonian relevant to correlated electron ma-
terials involves two renormalizations: a reduction, to a value
smaller than the isolated atom value, of the on-site Coulomb
interaction and a reduction, to a value smaller than the band
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Spectral function  
in effective low-energy model 

 M. Casula, P. Werner, L. Vaugier, F. Aryasetiawan, A. J. Millis, S. Biermann  
PRL 109, 126408 (2012) 

Effective low-energy model spectral function  
in agreement with the one obtained for the fully dynamic U model 

4

FIG. 2: k-resolved spectral function for K
x

Ba(1�x)Fe2As2 at optimal doping x = 0.4 and � = 20eV�1, reported for a static U standard
DMFT calculation (panel (a)), the DMFT calculation with dynamic U(!) (panel (b)), and the DMFT calculation for our effective low-energy
model. In all calculations, the static limit of U(= F0) is U(0) = 2.84 eV, and J = 0.68 eV. In the effective model, the double counting
correction is set to match the d-electron number of the dynamical calculation.

theory value, of the bandwidth. The reduction of the on-
site Coulomb interaction is a straightforward consequence of
screening by high energy degrees of freedom and has been
discussed in many works. The reduction of the bandwidth is
a more subtle effect, which has important consequences for
the low energy physics, including a reduction in the ampli-
tude, and a narrowing of the width of the low-energy part of
the electron spectral function, as well as a shift in the loca-
tion of the metal-insulator transition. We have provided a pre-
cise prescription for obtaining the bandwidth reduction and
have tested our low-energy effective description against nu-
merically exact dynamical mean field solutions of Hubbard
models with full dynamic U in a range of parameters rele-
vant for correlated materials. Important open questions are
the issues of full charge-self consistency and the related dou-
ble counting correction, both of which require knowledge of
physics at energy scales above the range of validity of the low-
energy effective model. This is the subject of current research.
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Conclusions 

•  First ab-initio DMFT calculations with frequency dependent U 
•  Capability of DMFT to treat plasmon satellites 
•  Surprises from the strong low-energy impact of the dynamic U, despite the 

fact that the unscreened part sets on at relatively high energies (~15-20 eV) 
•  Physical outcome from dynamic part in BaFe2As2 

–  Renormalization of the quasiparticle width and spin-freezing crossover 
–  Spectral weight transfer to higher energies   
–  Prediction of plasmon satellites 

•  Effective low-energy model to include dynamic screening 
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